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Guidelines, Expectations, and Legalities for  
Posting in the League of Goddesses Site 

 
The League of Goddess Guidelines, Expectations, and Legalities for Posting within the League has been 
created to encourage authenticity with each of our Members and for our Site to truly be a safe place for 
women to BE themselves without undesired solicitation. 
 

LOG Entrepreneurial Women - Your Audience 
 

We believe that each member of the League of Goddesses enhances Female Entrepreneurs and 
Solopreneurs lives professionally and personally worldwide. We ask that you remember this when you 
share yourself, your thoughts, and Genius with the Ladies of the League. Our goal is to support, love, 
and uplift each and every Goddess in this space. Please be respectful of the League's diversity and 
refrain from making value judgments about personal or business issues.  
 

Posts that our Goddesses love…. 
 

▪ More of you… vulnerability, wins, lessons learned, and questions for your fellow goddess Members. 
▪ Gifts: Your services or products to the League of Goddesses.  
▪ Challenges: Motivate and assist the LOG Members personal or professional growth with Challenges 

in your expertise. 
 

Guidelines of Posts in the LOG Site: 
 

The following guidelines will assist Members in preparing their Post(s). 
 

▪ Remember your Audience 
▪ Start with a short greeting 
▪ Keep your message clear and brief 
 

Expectations of your Products or Services in the LOG Site: 
 

LOG Members can answer questions about their products or services if directly asked by others in Posts 
or comments. Please do not abuse this rule by mentioning your products or services excessively. 
 

Please refrain from Posting the following: 

▪ Indirect promotions/ showings or boosted comments in order to keep particular Posts at the top of 
the News Feed.  

▪ Shared Post links with no valuable comments provided, a Post will be treated as spam/ self-
promotion and will be deleted. Posts must add value to the League Members. 

▪ Unsolicited 1:1 services through DM 
 

Legalities of the content of your Post:  
 

A Member’s Post must be free from any sales, marketing, or other inappropriate commercial content. 
You are responsible for obtaining permission to use any copyrighted materials. 
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We reserve the right to remove any content we feel violates copyright laws and any content that we 
consider inappropriately promotional.  
 

We do not permit or condone illegal, pirated, copied or sharing variations of software. Nor do we debate 
in regards to these matters. We strongly encourage you to purchase products and services from their 
Creators legally.  
 

LOG Core Values:  
 

We reserve the right to delete a Post if materials do not align with the LOG Core Values. 
 

Our Core Values for the League of Goddesses are the guiding light in which we set our intentions for this 
space. Together, we create a place of acceptance when we enter the League. Our different backgrounds 
and experiences build relationships of unity and support for one another. Each Goddess is received fully, 
and with beauty, for the EXTRAORDINARY being, she is and is becoming. 
 

▪ Excellence – is woven into the fabric of our beings as Goddesses of the League. We conduct 
ourselves in excellence in all that we do, seeking ways to improve how we show up in our words and 
actions. 

▪ Tenacity – is our approach through various challenges. We understand that we can be in tune with 
the solutions 'flow and power, rather than pushing or forcing through obstacles. Our persistence 
and determination come from a space of vulnerable courage as we open ourselves up to expansion. 

▪ Growth –is our desire to pursue and nurture ourselves mentally, physically, and spiritually. This 
ensures that we can BE the best versions of ourselves, that we may be rooted in gratitude, 
expressed in service, and our unity reflected with one another. 

▪ Radical Ownership – is the actions and outcomes that each of us accepts with full responsibility and 
grace. We place value on resources, talents, and/ or shared experiences that are entrusted to us 
within the League. We own our commitments and exceed expectations. 

▪ Extreme Integrity – is our highest ethical behavior level, as evidenced by honesty and dignity in our 
personal and professional relationships and responsibilities. Living at this level of integrity affords 
each of the Goddesses the spaciousness to BE and to enjoy this beautiful experience we are sharing 
with one another. 

▪ Gratitude – is our approach to each conversation and all of our communication. Our attitude of 
gratitude assists the League of Goddesses in staying aligned with our goals and creating a space of 
inclusion. We are thankful for what makes each of the Goddess's unique and what they bring to the 
League and the world. 
 

In the end, the golden rule guides our words and actions. 'Treat others as you want to be Treated.’ 
 

Gratitude for our LOG Members: 
 

We value the Members of the League of Goddesses. Thank you for your time and for sharing your 
authentic selves with the League. We are truly grateful to you. It is individuals like you that make the 
League a unique and powerful space for entrepreneurial women. 

 


